openQA Project - action #35017
coordination # 102906 (New): [saga][epic] Increased stability of tests with less "known failures", known incompletes handled automatically within
openQA
coordination # 41057 (New): [epic] Make reviewing results easier

Show more test failure details with the "test failed" text thumbnail popups
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Motivation
Currently when a test fails only a short one-line "Test died … in file …" is shown in a text thumbnail popup within the test details page
on the failing test step. It would be convenient if more specific, potentially failure-related content is shown, e.g. the last 30 lines of a
test module specific logfile. This saves the user from "find failing test step, scroll to top of page, go to 'Logs & Assets' tab, search for
the corresponding logfile, click on the logfile, download it to a local file, optionally extract, open the downloaded log in a local editor,
scroll to the end" which can be simplified.

Acceptance criteria
AC1: More test failure related output than just one line is shown in the text thumbnail popups
AC2: Test module specific content is shown
AC3: If not more test module specific content is shown, e.g. no logfiles uploaded or only generic ones, show excerpt from
autoinst-log.txt or more info on needle related failures
History
#1 - 2019-11-27 21:09 - okurz
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to okurz
- Target version set to Current Sprint
https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/2554
#2 - 2019-11-29 06:24 - okurz
- Status changed from In Progress to Workable
- Assignee deleted (okurz)
- Target version deleted (Current Sprint)
merged. https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/1098555 shows how it looks correctly in production. That covers AC3 mostly.
#3 - 2020-04-07 09:00 - okurz
- Parent task set to #39719
#4 - 2020-07-28 11:30 - okurz
- Target version set to future
#5 - 2021-11-23 22:17 - okurz
- Parent task changed from #39719 to #41057
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